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Flammable gas detector systems provide a vital real-time
monitoring method of hazard warning in the major hazards
sector for installations such as offshore modules and
petrochemical and chemical plants. It is important to
consider the functioning of individual detectors and the
effectiveness of the network of detectors within a system.
This report reviews good practice on the use and placement
of fixed flammable gas and leak detectors for ‘open’ release
zones on manned offshore installations. Factors for
offshore inspectors to consider in assessing the
effectiveness of gas detection systems are described:
suitability of individual detectors; matching different types
of detector; number and location of detectors; voting
configuration; functional safety; and maintenance routines.
At present it is difficult to assess the performance and
efficiency of the network of detectors in a flammable gas
detector system or to identify appropriate measures to
optimise system performance in the most cost-effective
manner. This could potentially be improved by developing
tools coupling Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models
and mathematical optimisation techniques.

This report and the work it describes were funded by the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE). Its contents, including any opinions and/or
conclusions expressed, are those of the authors alone and do not
necessarily reflect HSE policy.
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KEY MESSAGES

The failure to detect flammable gas arising from a hydrocarbon release at an offshore
installation has the potential to result in a fire or explosion which can be catastrophic.
Flammable gas detector systems provide a vital real-time monitoring method of hazard warning.
There is scope to improve these flammable gas detection systems. HSE records from the
Offshore Hydrocarbons Release database show that a significant proportion of both major and
significant gas releases are undetected.
To assess and optimise a gas detection system it is important to consider the functioning of both
the individual detectors and the effectiveness of the network of detectors within the system.
A review of good practice for the use and placement of flammable gas and leak detectors for
‘open’ release zones on manned offshore modules is used to give an approach for offshore
inspectors to consider in assessing the effectiveness of gas detection systems. A system’s
constituent detectors and associated instrumentation is considered in terms of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

suitability of individual detectors;
matching different types of detector;
number and location of detectors;
voting configuration;
functional safety; and
maintenance routines.

However, at present it is difficult both to estimate the performance and efficiency of the network
of detectors in a system and to identify appropriate measures to optimise performance in the
most cost-effective manner. This could potentially be improved by developing tools coupling
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models and mathematical optimisation techniques.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
The failure to detect flammable gas arising from a hydrocarbon release at an offshore
installation has the potential to result in a fire or explosion which can be catastrophic to
personnel, the installation, the UK’s gas and oil supply and the environment. Depending on the
scale of such an incident, the losses can total many millions of pounds. Appropriate incident
detection, in accordance with the Offshore Installations (Prevention of Fire and Explosion,
Emergency Response) Regulations 1995 (PFEER), minimises but does not remove such
possibilities by enabling the early implementation of control, mitigation and protection
measures.
However, there is a scope to improve these flammable gas detection systems. HSE records from
the Offshore Hydrocarbons Release database show that a significant proportion of both major
and significant gas releases are undetected. It is important to consider both the functioning of
individual detectors and the effectiveness of the network of detectors within a system. At
present, it is difficult to estimate the performance and efficiency of detection systems or to
identify appropriate measures to optimise their performance in the most cost-effective manner.
Objectives
This report describes work by HSE specialists to:
1. Review knowledge on current good practice for the use and placement of flammable
gas and leak detectors for ‘open’ release zones on manned offshore modules.
2. Develop an approach for offshore inspectors to assess gas detection systems found on
offshore installations in order to:
a) act as a framework for discussions with duty-holders on how to assess and, if
necessary, improve the effectiveness of gas detection at the installation under
scrutiny;
b) determine legal compliance through estimation of their effectiveness; and
c) assist enforcement action by determining the measures necessary to achieve
compliance with the relevant statutory provisions.
Main Findings
This report gives an approach for offshore inspectors to consider in assessing the effectiveness
of gas detection systems. A system’s constituent detectors and associated instrumentation is
considered in terms of:
•
•
•
•
•

the suitability of individual detectors, e.g. point catalytic or infrared, open-path,
acoustic;
their combination, i.e. appropriate matching of different types of gas and leak detector;
the optimal number of detectors;
the location (placement) of detectors;
their voting configuration;
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•
•

functional safety considerations;
maintenance routines, which also fulfil a vital role.

The information for assessing the effectiveness of the performance of individual detectors is
derived from: manufacturers or suppliers and industry organisations; experience, usually
incorporated into duty-holder guidelines (e.g. in design and engineering practice documents);
standards; and guidance from HSE.
However, assessing the effectiveness of detector location, i.e. the effectiveness of the network,
is a more difficult task. Tools have been available such as mapping, although they adopt a
simplistic approach to modelling the interaction of releases with detectors. However, the
comparatively recent development of computationally intensive tools using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) coupled with mathematical optimisation techniques promise to be much
more realistic, provided they are adequately validated, and therefore more effective. The skill
here will be to provide tools which can be used efficiently (i.e. short run times and modest
computer power) as well as effectively.
The use of CFD based models and techniques combined with mathematical optimisation
techniques has the potential to improve:
(a) assessment of the effectiveness of existing detector networks used offshore; and
(b) exploring how a network could be optimised.
An important aspect of development of such tools would be the validation of CFD based
models. Furthermore, the ability to feed in characteristics of individual detectors, if possible,
would enhance the capability of the model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The failure to detect flammable gas arising from a hydrocarbon release has the potential to
result in a fire or explosion which can be catastrophic to personnel, the installation, the UK’s
gas and oil supply and the environment. Depending on the scale of such an incident, the losses
can total many millions of pounds. Appropriate incident detection, in accordance with the
Offshore Installations (Prevention of Fire and Explosion, Emergency Response) Regulations
1995 (PFEER) minimises but does not remove such possibilities by enabling the early
implementation of control, mitigation and protection measures. Gas detection systems are
crucial for such post-loss of containment events.
There appears to be room for improvement in these gas detection systems. An analysis of the
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) Offshore Hydrocarbons Release database (2001-2008)
reveals that approximately 36% of major gas releases and 69% of significant gas releases 1 were
undetected by gas detectors (McGillivray and Hare, 2008). This compares with 38% undetected
and 44% undetected respectively for the earlier period of 1992-2004 (Thyer, 2005). Moreover,
detection rates for condensate or 2-phase releases by gas detection equipment were even lower
than those for pure gas releases over the period 1992-2004 (Thyer, 2005).
HSE offshore inspectors required an approach for assessing gas detection systems found on
offshore installations in order to:
a) act as a framework for discussions with duty-holders on how to assess and, if necessary,
improve the effectiveness of gas detection at the installation under scrutiny, i.e. what
constitutes an optimal flammable gas detector grid in the particular circumstances
assessed;
b) determine legal compliance through estimation of their effectiveness; and
c) assist enforcement action by determining the measures necessary to achieve compliance
with the relevant statutory provisions, most likely PFEER but also Offshore

HSE Hydrocarbon release classiﬁcation system:

1

Release
Classiﬁcation
Minor
Signiﬁcant

Major

Criteria

Deﬁnition
Potential to cause serious injury to personnel in
the immediate vicinity, but no potential to
escalate or cause multiple fatalities
Potential to cause serious injury or fatality to
personnel within the local area and to escalate
within that local area
Potential to quickly impact out of the local area
causing serious injury or fatalities
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Either
<1 kg
released

Or
<0.1 kg/s release
rate and duration
<2 min
release rates between 0.1 to 1
kg/s lasting 2 to 5 min
>300 kg
released

>1kg/s release rate
and duration >5
min

Installations (Safety Case) Regulations (SCR) and Offshore Installations and Wells
(Design and Construction etc.) Regulations (DCR).
This report is concerned with a review of fixed (installed) flammable gas/leak detection systems
on manned, ‘open’ release zones rather than areas such as turbine enclosures, ventilation air
intakes (HVAC systems), unattended installations. The aim of the review is to provide a
technical background, underpinned by experimental studies of gas detector performance in
release scenarios and mathematical modelling of release detection, for developing an approach
to assess the effectiveness of fixed, offshore flammable gas detectors.
This report describes an approach to assess the effectiveness of a gas detection system through
assessment of its constituent detectors and associated instrumentation in terms of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the suitability of individual detectors, e.g. point catalytic or infrared, open-path,
acoustic;
their combination, i.e. appropriate matching of different types of gas and leak detector;
the optimal number of detectors;
the location (placement) of detectors;
their voting configuration;
functional safety considerations.

Maintenance routines also fulfil a vital role. The approach also provides guidelines on use of
gas detector placement models, including use of mapping and more sophisticated mathematical
models of gas detector response (e.g. based on Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling of gas
dispersion) in a 3-D detector matrix. The models would be capable of assessing the
effectiveness of both existing and proposed flammable gas detector networks, in order to
optimise detection of releases. This approach would also be beneficial to the offshore industry.
A strategy for minimising major and significant releases is to detect and then control them
before they develop into larger, more hazardous ones. The most obvious way of increasing the
number of gas leaks detected is to lower the alarm threshold of the gas detectors. However, this
raises issues with ‘false’ alarms. Developments in instrument technology (see Section 3 for
detector technologies) such as improved signal to noise ratio of flammable gas sensors and
signal processing on the instrument itself would help to reduce false alarms. Nevertheless, small
scale leaks can occur which can trigger an alarm but may be considered to be of insufficient
magnitude or duration to warrant further action.
For those parts of the site identified as requiring gas/leak detection, gas/leak detector
performance targets are specified related to the hazard, i.e. the size of a flammable gas cloud
having a gas concentration between its lower flammable limit and upper flammable limit LFL
and UFL to be detected; the speed of detection and alarm; alarm thresholds; and the leak rate for
acoustic detectors. These are discussed in Section 4.
Furthermore, increasing the number of detectors could increase the number of gas leaks
detected, assuming that detectors are optimally located, but this would incur additional costs,
and may still not detect minor leaks. The optimal siting of detectors is, however, crucial to
effective leak detection and considerable developments have been made in this area (see Section
5). Mapping and modelling techniques, combined with knowledge of the plant and its behaviour
and layout, can provide a means of optimising both the number and location of gas detectors
within a given area to reduce fire and explosion risk to a specified level.
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Finally, increasing the detection rate of leaks could be improved by networking the flammable
gas detectors and acoustic (also known as ultrasonic) leak detectors and applying detection
algorithms to the gas/leak detection system in addition to the use of a basic (e.g. low and high)
alarm threshold on individual detectors. This is discussed briefly in Section 6.
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2. THE ROLE OF GAS & LEAK DETECTION
2.1

FLAMMABLE GAS DETECTION SYSTEM

The gas detection system must first detect hazardous releases or accumulation of flammable
gases/vapours due to loss of containment. Then it must alert the operator and personnel to the
flammable gas hazard so that they are able to take appropriate and timely action, and provide
appropriate information at emergency points to facilitate management of an incident. Finally,
the system must provide information required to enable suitable action to be taken. Examples of
such actions are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evacuate personnel to a safe location, e.g. temporary refuge (TR);
Isolate and minimise the inventory of hazardous materials in the area;
Minimise potential ignition sources by electrical isolation of appropriate equipment;
Initiate active fire protection systems, where applicable;
Provide suitable heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) operation;
To alert approaching transport.

The gas detection system must be appropriate for the area in which it is installed and operated.
This is decided on the basis of risk assessment including hazardous area designation (HSE,
2006). The gas detection system must satisfy performance targets in order that a defined level of
risk reduction is continually achieved (see Section 4). Also, degradation and obsolescence of
gas detection equipment must also be considered as part of the ageing and life extension of the
fire and explosion management system. (Dalzell et al, 2007; HSE, 2014)
The typical sequence of activities in the lifecycle of a flammable gas detection system as part of
a fire and gas system (FGS) is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying and prioritising hazards related to flammable gas releases;
Designating hazardous areas;
Designing the gas detection system;
Constructing and commissioning the system;
Operating and maintenance;
Decommissioning.

The FGS is safety critical and is therefore subject to functional safety management, including
Safety Integrity Level (SIL) assessment and requirements for Probability of Failure on Demand
(PFD) (see Section 3.4).
The requirements of the detection system form part of the safety management process and
include:
•
•
•
•

The concepts used in developing the design and functional specification of the gas
detection system;
Summary of the overall system including capabilities of the gas/leak detectors;
Application requirements for each unit, area or zone;
Human-machine interface considerations (e.g. integration with other alarm systems,
alarm levels, operator response, alarm locations);
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintained system performance;
Detection requirements for flammable gas for each zone;
Detector types to be used;
Deployment approach (e.g. coverage mapping, selective placement);
Voting schemes;
Detection layout assessment criteria, e.g. detection performance for gas detection
mapping;
Operator competence, knowledge and training requirements;
Ability to capture events and analyse trends, i.e. data analytics.
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3. GAS & LEAK DETECTION INSTRUMENTATION
3.1

GENERAL

The key requirements of the detectors are that they should respond effectively and reliably to
the hazard, and be tolerant of the environment and working procedures. This requires
knowledge of the gas type and characteristics, sensitivity, range, response time, maintenance
and lifetime of the sensors, location and coverage of the detectors (see section 4) and failure
criteria of the sensors/detectors, such as interferences and effects of environmental conditions
(temperature, humidity, salt spray etc.). These factors can be determined by knowledge of the
hazard and operating conditions, and from standard tests such as those described in product
(type test) standards (i.e. British BS, European EN and international IEC standards, see Section
3.6) or defined by the industry itself, possibly under more realistic conditions.
3.2

TYPES OF GAS DETECTOR

3.2.1

General

The following types of detectors are currently used:
•
•
•
•

Point catalytic (pellistor) gas concentration monitor
Point infrared (IR) gas concentration monitor
Open-path (beam, line of sight, line) infrared gas concentration monitor
Acoustic (ultrasonic) leak rate monitor

Also, Gas Imaging Systems (GIS) based on infrared absorption, are a relatively new technique
for qualitative 2½-D gas cloud (plume) imaging (2½-D refers to the fact that the concentration
is integrated over depth and not resolved). They are currently subject to much development and
interest as portable instruments for leak detection and repair (US EPA, 2014) and can also be
deployed as fixed monitors (e.g. Hagen et al, 2012).
A brief summary of the operating principle and use/application of each type of detector
described above is given in Table 3.1. The advantages and disadvantages of these detectors are
then briefly summarised in Tables 3.2 – 3.7. Further details of their principles of operation and
characteristics are given in BS EN 60079-29-2 (BSI, 2010); details of this and other standards
are listed in the Appendix, Table 8.1.
All gas detectors are affected to a greater or lesser extent by:
•
•
•
•
•

Contaminants: dust, dirt, sand, silicone oil, salt/water spray, etc;
Local environmental conditions during normal and emergency situations (e.g. ambient
temperature, vibration, background noise, rain, snow, fog and wind);
Electromagnetic interference (EMI);
Interference from gases other than the target gas;
Interference from solar radiation (for optical detectors, especially open-path).
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Table 3.1 Offshore applications of flammable gas/leak detectors
Detection principle

Use/application

Catalytic

Measurement of the heat
generated by the catalytic
oxidation of the flammable gas on
a heated bead (pellistor) using
platinum resistance thermometry
with a Wheatstone bridge.

IR point

Absorption of IR around 3.4 µm
by hydrocarbons is measured
using a modulated IR source and
radiation detector. Use of
multiple wavelengths and zero
gas cells allows continuous
referencing for more accurate
readings.

• As point detectors, they depend on gas
accumulating in the immediate surroundings of
the detector and therefore are greatly affected by
the direction and extent of a release, and local
ventilation.
• See also section 3.2.5.
• See above for catalytic point detectors.
• Point IR gas detectors are generally chosen to
replace catalytic detectors and are particularly
suited to detecting heavy gas releases at low
pressure or gas dispersing from evaporating
pools.
• For above applications, they should be sited to
make best use of prevailing wind direction or
ventilation movement.
• If they are employed in open areas, then an
appropriate weather baffle is necessary, although
this can affect the response time.
• Deployed where space or congestion prohibits
the use of open path gas detectors (e.g.
uninterrupted beam path cannot be achieved,
equipment in a pit);
• Deployed where open path cannot be used due
to environmental conditions;
• Used for small enclosures/rooms
• See also section 3.2.5.
• Used to detect gas more reliably in open spaces,
providing greater coverage and ability to provide
boundary monitoring for migrating gas.
• Typical ranges offshore are up to 30 m depending
on conditions. The maximum working range
should reflect local weather conditions. In
general, keeping the working range fairly short is
beneficial in that it minimises any misalignment
caused by support flexing and reduces the
demands on detector rigidity.
• Typically mounted at a height of around 3 m from
ground level where practical to minimise beam
interruption from humans, animals and
vegetation, and for ease of maintenance.
• See also section 3.2.5.

Detector

IR openpath

Gas imaging
camera

See above for IR point detectors.
However, many open-path
detectors measure absorption at
2.3 µm, where light hydrocarbons
have absorption coefficients
which are approximately inversely
proportional to their LFLs. This
results in similar LFL responses
for this range of gases. High
frequency source modulation
allows extensive noise filtering
and signal processing to be
carried out and minimises
vibration effects. Mainly doubleended systems comprising a
transmitter and receiver for
stability, rather than a
retroreflector.
Gas imaging cameras are
infrared cameras capable of
visualizing gas. In addition to the
lens, detector and image
processing electronics, a filter
restricts the wavelengths of
radiation allowed to pass through
to the detector to a narrow band,
typically 3-5 µm for hydrocarbons.
The camera produces a picture of
the scanned area and leaks
appear as smoke on the camera’s
viewfinder or LCD, allowing

• Used to scan large areas and pinpoint leak
location rapidly
• Require clear line of sight
• Used to scan inaccessible plant
• Ability to scan potentially dangerous leaks from a
safe distance
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Detector

Acoustic

3.2.2

Use/application

Detection principle
fugitive gas emissions to be
viewed in real-time.
Acoustic leak detectors detect the
ultrasound emission, travelling at
the speed of sound, produced by
a high pressure (> 3 bar abs)
release from process plant.
Acoustic detectors respond over
the approximate range of 15 – 50
kHz. Alarm levels are not
therefore set in relation to the
hazard parameter of LFL
concentration but on the
ultrasound emission from the
leak, measured as a Sound
Pressure Level (SPL) in units of
dB.

• Used only for high pressure gas leaks, not liquid.
• Installed where there is a clear field of view in an
unobstructed cone around the detector and
based on ultrasound mapping of vicinity.
• Used in ventilated areas where accumulations of
gas may not form.
• Deployed in situations where high pressure gas
releases are difficult to detect with conventional
gas detection (e.g. releases from elevated
sources).
• Installed in areas where interfering ultrasonic
noise from plant/equipment in the area can be
masked out and does not give spurious alarms or
prevent detection.
• Installed above or adjacent to potential leak
sources (typically within a few metres) with
detectors pointing downwards.

Catalytic point detectors

This is the oldest and simplest type of commercially available, flammable gas detector.
Typically, their use is declining as IR detectors confer significant advantages. Table 3.2
summarises the advantages and disadvantages of catalytic detectors.
Table 3.2 Advantages and disadvantages of catalytic gas detectors
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Simple to operate
• Easy to install
• Detect a wide range of
flammable gases including
hydrogen
• Similar LFL responses for low –
midrange hydrocarbons,
excluding methane which has a
higher LFL response.
Variations in the gas
composition are therefore
expected to have a small effect
on the response and hence the
alarm level but this will require
verification.

• Do not fail to safe
• Poisoned by silicones etc.
• Loss of sensitivity only checked by dosing with gas (e.g. “bump
testing”)
• Slower response time due to diffusion of gas into sensor. If they
fail to respond while the release is dispersing, they may well be
unable to respond subsequently if the release is large and gasrich.
• Prolonged exposure to high gas concentrations may impair
performance
• Not suitable for higher hydrocarbons (>C8) because of very long
response times.
• Requires oxygen (>10%) for detection
• Catalytic detectors do not have a self-checking facility (unlike
infrared detectors).

Comments:
The response of catalytic bead LFL gas detectors decreases with increasing molecular weight of the gas. For example,
the response of a catalytic LFL gas detector calibrated with methane and then exposed to butane would be
approximately half of the true reading. Response/calibration factors for various flammable gases are usually provided by
the manufacturer.
Variations in the fuel composition, eg seasonal, expected to have a small effect on the response and hence the alarm
level; this, however will need to be verified.
A small variation in the resistance of the sensor elements or drift in the measurement electronics may generate a false
gas indication. This leads to a requirement for frequent periodic calibration (zero and span) of the gas detectors. These
tests can also indicate whether there is a loss in sensitivity, eventually leading to complete failure of the detector
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because of poisoning of the catalyst by certain compounds e.g. silicones, hydrogen sulphide, lead compounds,
chlorinated hydrocarbons, resulting in an unrevealed failure. Long-term drift results from ageing of the sensor which is
accelerated by the presence of combustible gas, high humidity or sensor poisons. This requirement adds significantly to
their cost of ownership, although their initial cost per detector is cheaper than infrared detectors.
Catalytic detectors become non-linear and under-read in low oxygen atmospheres, which occurs with gas rich releases,
as the oxidation process requires excess oxygen in the atmosphere. Catalytic detectors can therefore only be used for
the detection of gas/air mixtures up to the LFL as concentrations above the lower flammable limit may be erroneously
indicated as below the LFL.
Detectors complying with BS EN 60079-29-1, or its predecessor BS EN 61779 series, using catalytic sensors must have
a locking over-range indication (latching), i.e. manual resetting of the detector is required to prevent erroneous readouts
due to this limitation. However, stand-alone sensors (e.g. 4-20mA transmitters) and older apparatus may not provide
such protective features.
Catalytic (pellistor) gas detectors can provide detection providing environmental conditions are not severe.

3.2.3

Infrared point detectors

Infra-red (IR) gas detectors address many of the deficiencies of catalytic detectors. They are
generally preferred to catalytic detectors because they provide a faster response to gas and they
do not under-read in oxygen reduced atmospheres. They are also currently robust with respect
to unrevealed failures, e.g. they do not poison. Also, later models have self-diagnostics, autozeroing and auto-spanning which may help to (a) improve safety by reducing the need for
personnel to go out on site for maintenance and (b) reduce operating costs.
IR detectors using different types of optics and measurement wavelengths show a varied
response to hydrocarbons, i.e. greater response to higher hydrocarbons or relatively constant
LFL responses over the range of hydrocarbons. As with catalytic detectors, the response of the
detector to variations in the fuel composition may vary and therefore requires checking.
Point infra-red detectors are also available as direct pellistor replacement devices. They are
designed to have an interface which is similar to that of a catalytic detector, i.e. they produce an
mV Wheatstone Bridge output, so that they can directly replace catalytic detectors in an
installed system.
See Table 3.2 for a summary of its advantages and disadvantages.
Table 3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of infrared point gas detectors
Advantages
•
•
•
•
•

Simple to operate
Easy to install
Not susceptible to poisoning
Detect a wide range of flammable gases
Latest models have self-checking and fault
diagnosis, which reduces frequency of
testing/calibration.
• High sensitivity to higher hydrocarbons
• Do not require oxygen to function correctly

Disadvantages
• Does not detect hydrogen
• The majority of detectors are orientation
sensitive including any weather protection.
• Response is normally proportional to partial
pressure (catalytic detectors are much less
pressure sensitive)
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3.2.4

Open-path detectors

Open-path detectors measure the integrated concentration along the path, which is in units of
LFL.m (i.e. concentration x length). This can either be represented as such or, if the path length
is known, by the average concentration along the path, obtained by dividing the LFL.m reading
by the path length in metres.
Open-path detectors can operate over a range of path lengths for the detection of gas clouds and
the size of gas clouds may vary depending on the source. If the release point is sufficiently far
away from the detector then the gas may have spread into a large diffuse cloud. If the source is a
slow leak into a naturally ventilated, sealed room, a uniform gas cloud may be generated which
slowly increases in concentration.
The size of the gas cloud relative to the path length influences the choice of readout in LFL.m or
path-average concentration units. The path-average concentration is derived by effectively
treating the open-path detector as a point detector with path length L.
For typical operations, open-path detectors configured with path lengths of up to 5 m should be
set up to read in %LFL (path-average) units while for longer path lengths, where it cannot be
assumed that the gas cloud will be uniformly distributed over the path length, the detector
should be configured in LFL.m units. Note that an open-path detector configured for a range of
0-5 LFL.m will give a full scale of 100 %LFL (path-average) for a path length of 5 m but 50
%LFL (path-average) for a path length of 10 m.
It is inappropriate to path average over large path lengths because significant clouds could be
missed: for example, a 64 m3 cloud of 10 % methane (227% LFL) has sufficient flame path
length to produce flame front accelerations resulting in deflagration or detonation. A 40 m path
length detector with path-averaging would record a concentration half that of a 20 m path length
detector with path-averaging (i.e. 22.7 %LFL compared to 45.4 %LFL). Hence, a detector with
a 40 m path length reading %LFL (path-average) may not alarm if a critical cloud was present.
Table 3.4 Advantages and disadvantages of IR open-path gas detectors
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Detect a wide range of flammable
gases.
• Latest models have self-checking (e.g.
zero and span) and fault diagnosis,
reduces frequency of testing/calibration.
• Do not rely as much on gas movement
as point detectors, although more so
than for acoustic detectors.
• Provides good, efficient coverage in
open areas.
• Sole option for boundary monitoring.

• Great care needed when siting open-path gas detectors.
Sites must be unobstructed and supports rigid. Poorly
engineered supports and unsuitable sites account for the
vast majority of problems associated with open-path
detectors and can lead to false indications of gas. Care
needs to be taken to ensure detector/receiver
misalignment is minimised.
• A minimum safe working radius around the beam is
necessary to ensure no modulation of signals from
obstacles along the optical path, typically around 0.5 m.
• Does not detect hydrogen.
• Maintenance is more difficult than for point detectors.
• High levels of steam impair performance.

Comments:
Generally, systems with separate transmitters and receivers are used because of the problems associated with keeping
retroreflectors free from contamination and ensuring stability of the beam traverse which is twice the sourceretroreflector separation or equivalent source-detector separation.
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Calibration (correction) factors for various flammable gases are provided by the manufacturer.
See Table 3.4 for a summary of open-path detectors advantages and disadvantages.
3.2.5

Open-path or point gas detection?

Open-path and point IR gas detectors each have their strengths and weaknesses, neither being
suited to all applications, see Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Nevertheless, general guidelines can be given
on the applicability of these detector types to cover open and closed areas, and dispersion
resulting from momentum or wind-driven evaporation.
Dispersion in open areas resulting from momentum, evaporation or a combination of both may
be subject to mixing from collisions and wind turbulence. For open areas, open-path gas
detectors are generally better than point detectors. They increase the probability of detection,
i.e. have high coverage, and produce path-integrated concentration measurements (i.e.
measurement units of LFL.m) which is a better measure of risk for dispersed clouds (see 3.2.4).
They also, crucially, offer the benefits of detecting gas anywhere along the line-of-sight, rather
than relying on air movement to carry the gas cloud to the detector, as with point gas detectors.
Open-path detectors are the only practical option for boundary monitoring. Point gas detectors
are suitable for open areas where heavy gas or liquids are likely to be released under low
pressure (less than 3 bar), where acoustic detectors are unsuitable. Optimising coverage,
however, can be more difficult with point detectors than with open-path detectors.
Detecting gas in closed areas with point detectors is simpler than open areas because gas
dispersing from a leak source tends to be rapid and accumulation will result for significant
leaks. The gas or liquids produced are momentum driven for high pressure releases or are
evaporating liquid pools and vapour which is subject to gravity. Consequently, heavier
hydrocarbons tend to accumulate at lower levels which is better addressed using point detectors
rather than open-path detectors which are better placed at height to reduce the chance of beam
blockage.
3.2.6

Gas imaging systems

Many chemical compounds and gases are invisible to the naked eye. However, they readily
absorb infrared (IR) radiation making them ‘visible’ to IR or thermal cameras with suitably
selected IR filters (3-5 µm or 8-14 µm for hydrocarbons) to enhance the visibility of the
particular gases of interest. The less sophisticated gas imaging systems (GIS) produces a picture
of the scanned area with gas clouds appearing as “smoke” on the camera’s viewfinder, allowing
the user to “see” gas emissions, c.f. a thermal imager. The image is viewed in real-time and can
be recorded. These GIS (e.g. FLIR GF320, EyeCGas) are handheld, can cover a large area,
depending on their field of view, and allow rapid, qualitative assessment of leaks and
identification of their flow patterns.
Although GISs have certain advantages compared to traditional methods of monitoring gas, the
most readily available can only show the presence of a gas and are unable to measure the
concentration or leak rate of a gas release. The more advanced systems use multispectral
techniques to identify and quantify the gas and image analysis techniques to produce false
colour overlays of the cloud (e.g. Rebellion Photonics, General Monitors Second Site). But
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these are considerably more expensive, larger and less practical for field use (Walsh and
Hemingway, 2013).
GIS are passive as they rely on the ambient background as an IR source that is absorbed by the
gas cloud and as such have limited sensitivity. However, their main disadvantage for use as part
of a safety critical gas leak alarm system is that they do not fail safe unless sufficient
temperature contrast between a gas release and its background can be guaranteed. See Table 3.5
for a summary of its advantages and disadvantages.
Table 3.5 Advantages and disadvantages of IR gas imaging cameras
Advantages

Disadvantages

• Visualise and locate leaks in real-time.
• Scan large sectors of plant, e.g. 1 km deep by 0.5 km
wide, fields of view of 15° to 60° with detailed spatial
resolution.
• Identify leak location rapidly.
• Scan plant/equipment that is hard to reach.
• Scan potentially dangerous leaks from a safe distance.

3.2.7

• Requires significant temperature
difference between background and
gas to provide any response and as
such does not fail safe.
• Requires an unobstructed path, c.f.
open-path.

Acoustic detectors

Acoustic leak detection was introduced offshore in the mid-1990s. The philosophy of detection
is quite different to that of gas concentration based detectors. However, together, both types can
play an important role in providing a balanced detection system for applications where high
pressure leaks are the potential source of hydrocarbon emission.
Table 3.6 Advantages and disadvantages of acoustic leak detectors
Advantages

Disadvantages

• The acoustic signal radiates in all directions
from the release, so local air movement and
the orientation of the release are far less
important in the probability of successful
detection.
• Acoustic detectors provide the fastest
response of all detection technologies as
there is no need for immediate physical
proximity, subject to the limits imposed by
the mapping procedure, although typically a
delay of 10-30 s is imposed to reduce
spurious alarms. Conventional gas detectors
have a delay while the released gas
disperses to the measurement location (point
or beam).

• Cannot detect gas from a low leak rate (<4 bara),
gas which has drifted into a location from a distant
source or gas clouds that result from evaporation
of liquid pools. They are not capable of detecting
gas accumulation.
• Cannot discriminate between a hazardous vapour
leak (flammable or toxic) and an air leak.
• Spurious detection or prevention of detection from
interfering ultrasonic noise from equipment in the
area. Ultrasound mapping must be carried out to
assist with optimal location. Use of delays
reduces spurious alarms.
• Acoustic reflections may produce false alarms.
• Cannot detect high pressure liquid or mixed
phase releases.

Comments:
Information on implementation of acoustic leak detectors can be found, for example Gassonic (2009) and Royle et
al.,(2007).
Acoustic detectors must be installed above or adjacent to potential leak sources and where no solid structures obstruct
the path between source and detector. The rule of thumb is that acoustic detectors should be installed 1-2 m above any
potential leak source.

Grid systems can be devised for acoustic leak detectors as for gas concentration-based detectors
but the location criteria are different (see, for example, Gassonic, 2009). The process is based on
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identification of high pressure potential leak sources and placement of detectors using a
coverage diameter determined by the background noise and considering ‘shadowing’ effects due
to large objects.
See Table 3.6 for a summary of their advantages and disadvantages.
A detailed map of the normal noise profile should be carried out to determine the effect on leak
detection of background noise sources. High noise areas can be found in compressor areas
(audible noise 90-100 dBa, ultrasonic noise <78 dB), while low noise areas are around normal
processing areas (audible noise 60-90 dBa, ultrasonic noise <68 dB). Background noise sources
include:
•
•
•
•
•
3.3

Choke valves and control valves operating at high flow rates and high differential
pressure
Pneumatic tools operating off instrument air
Depressurisation, blow down and relief valves
Control valves with audible noise reducing trim (i.e. noise is shifted from audible to
ultrasonic frequencies)
Turbo machinery
DETECTOR VOTING

Detector voting is employed where a single detector is not considered robust or reliable enough
to initiate action on its own. Voting configurations are termed “nooN” where n is the number of
detectors required to be triggered out of N detectors in the voting group in order to initiate
action. The use of more than one voting detector can improve the robustness of gas detector
systems against failure and spurious alarms. A higher degree of reliability may be required
where automatic control actions cause a shutdown or activation of a fire protection system, i.e. a
voting logic should be employed. However, detector voting may not be required where it can be
demonstrated that the detectors/detection systems are robust and high reliability or when the
consequences of spurious false alarms/shutdowns are not significant.
Detector voting results in more detectors being required to provide the same degree of coverage
as un-voted detectors. Generally, the number of detectors required increases as the voting
system becomes more complex.
Careful consideration should be given to deciding which detectors should be voted together.
First, gas/leak detection detectors should not be voted with fire detectors as their functions (and
performance targets) are quite different. Secondly, a hazardous release may not be detectable by
all detectors in a zone, e.g. a 2ooN detector vote where N is large will result in a high calculated
reliability, but not all of the N detectors are located adjacent to each other. The use of large N in
voting systems tends to increase the effective time to alarm so this should be balanced with
improving actual reliability. For calculating reliability, when a high value of N detectors are
actually employed, adopting a smaller value of N for the calculations than that actually occurs is
preferable.
Furthermore, common modes of failure in detectors should also be taken into account (see
Tables 3.7 and 3.8). A greater degree of heterogeneity in detector type (i.e. mix of point, openpath, acoustic) is better but this can be difficult to achieve in practice. Acoustic leak detectors
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may be voted with, for example, IR gas detectors, for improvement of detection reliability for
high pressure gas leaks.
If gas detectors are configured to have two alarm levels, then more than one alarm triggering at
the low level for a voting configuration (i.e. n>1) could be considered as equivalent to the high
alarm level on a single detector.
3.4

FUNCTIONAL SAFETY

3.4.1

General

Functional safety is the part of the overall safety of plant and equipment that depends on the
correct functioning of safety-related systems and other risk reduction measures such as safety
instrumented systems (SIS), including gas (and fire) detection systems and alarm systems. SIS
are instrumented systems that provide a significant level of risk reduction against accident
hazards. BS EN 61511 “Functional safety - Safety instrumented systems for the process
industry sector”, which includes the offshore sector, is the benchmark standard for the
management of functional safety in the process industries. However, BS EN 61511 focuses on
safety instrumented systems which are prevention layers, rather than mitigation layers such as
fire and gas detection systems. The assumptions with prevention layers are that:
•
•

they will always be able to respond to the hazardous condition; and
if they respond correctly, their action will prevent the hazardous event from occurring.

Using a SIL 2 rated detector, a SIL 2 rated logic solver, and a SIL 2 rated final element should
result in a SIL 2 rated function that should provide a Risk Reduction Factor (RRF), the inverse
of Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD), of >100, (see Table 3.7), assuming all the other
requirements of the standard are met. If a properly functioning sensor is unable to respond to the
hazardous condition it was designed to detect, and if a properly functioning final element does
not eliminate the hazard, then the system was not designed properly.
Table 3.7 SIL levels and PFD
SIL
3
2
1

Probability of Failure
on Demand (PFD)
-4
-3
>10 – <10
-3
-2
>10 – <10
-2
-1
>10 – <10

Risk Reduction Factor
[1/(PFD)]
>1000 – <10000
>100 – <1000
>10 – <100

However, gas (and fire) systems, which are mitigation layers, are different. Detectors may be
working properly but they may never see the gas release; for example, detectors may be placed
improperly, there may not be enough of them, wind may dilute the gas before it can be detected,
obstructions may divert the release, a release may be too small to be detected. The system may
respond properly, but there is no guarantee that the consequences of the hazardous event will
actually be eliminated or mitigated. Consequently, if the safety function is to 'detect release of
gas', using a SIL 2 rated sensor, a SIL 2 rated logic solver, and a SIL 2 rated final element may
not result in a SIL 2 rated function that may not provide a Risk Reduction Factor of >100. This
is illustrated in Table 3.8 where risk reduction factors are calculated for various values for
detection coverage, hardware and mitigation safety availability for one hazard scenario.
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Table 3.8 Gas detection Risk Reduction Factors
Hazard
scenario
number

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Safety availabilities (SA)
Detection
coverage

Hardware/software

Mitigation
effectiveness

1.00
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.60

0.991 (SIL2 min)
0.91 (SIL1 min)
0.991 (SIL2 min)
0.9991 (SIL3 min)
1
0.991 (SIL2 min)
0.991 (SIL2 min)

1.00
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
1.00
0.90

Risk
reduction
factor*

111
3.8
5.1
5.2
5.3
9.3
2.2

*RRF = 1/PFD = [1/(1-SA)]; SA is the product of the safety availabilities for coverage, hardware and mitigation.

Typically, detection coverage at sites is less than 90%: HSE data for offshore installations
indicates a minimum of 60%, (McGillivray and Hare, 2008); the mitigation effectiveness is
typically less than 90%, therefore the overall risk reduction will never be greater than 10 (see
Table 3.8). The overall system will thus not even reach the SIL 1 rating. The reliability of the
gas detection instrumentation is therefore of secondary importance. Further calculations
showing RRFs for various combinations can be found in General Monitors Information (Choo,
2008). Nevertheless, the use of SIL 1 or SIL2 rated hardware gives the user more confidence in
the reliability of the detector itself, and these ratings are the accepted norms for fire and gas
systems (FGS). Nevertheless, in order to assess the effectiveness of the detection system,
knowledge of the coverage (and mitigation) availability should be known.
3.4.2

Failure and deterioration modes for gas/leak detectors

A summary of failure and deterioration modes for point and open-path detectors is given in
Table 3.9. Gas imagers have only recently been commercially available and information is still
relatively scarce; trials of various models and prototypes are ongoing. A summary for acoustic
leak detectors is given in Table 3.10.
Some early reported PFD data for catalytic, IR point and open-path detectors are quoted in the
OLF guidance (OLF, 2004):
•
•

catalytic – 0.004,
IR point and IR open-path – 0.0015

It can be seen that for the gas detectors chosen above the IR detectors are more reliable (by a
factor of at least 2) than catalytic detectors with respect to random errors. This factor may well
have increased over the last 10 years due to advances in auto-checking and self-calibration in IR
detectors.
Typically, the frequency at which a gas detector, as part of a fire and gas system, requires
function testing and routine maintenance should be chosen in order to achieve a PFD better than
a specified value, e.g. 0.02 or 2%, by an appropriate methodology. The methodology should
consider detector reliability, local environmental conditions, local regulations etc. More
frequent testing may be required where detectors are installed in unclean working areas or areas
where airborne contaminants, e.g. oil particles or salt spray, are likely to be present.
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Table 3.9 Modes of failure and deterioration of flammable gas detectors (typical characteristics)
Modes of failure/deterioration
Systematic fault modes
Wrong location

Point detectors
Catalytic
Infrared

Open-path
detectors

Gas imaging
systems
- (or at least
less likely
+

+

+

+

Dispersion effects (e.g. high air
flow/wind)

+

+

Wrong model i.e. insensitive to gas
Wrong set up (e.g. too much
attenuation)
Wrong calibration (e.g. methane
versus other hydrocarbons)
Sinter/filter blockage
Poisoning
Drift in detector response

+
+

+
+

+
but not as much
as point
+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+
+

+
but much less
than catalytic due
to self-checking

+
but much less
than catalytic
due to selfchecking

Beam blockage, poor alignment
Blinding by sunlight, fires, black
body radiation, lamps

-

+
but much
less than
catalytic
due to
selfchecking
-

-

+
(with sinters
which are
required for Ex
d certification)

except
where
sinters
used

+
+
but improved on
later models
+
but revealed on
later models

+ can obscure
in heavy
conditions

+

+

+

+

-

-

-

+

Fog, snow, ice

Random hardware fault modes
Aging and stress
(failure rates of electronics typically
much less than those for the
sensor itself)
Detection failure at low temperature
differences

+
+

KEY: + possesses this failure/deterioration mode. – does not possess this mode.
NOTES:
Catalytic sensors are prone to poisoning by contaminants in the environment (which may therefore affect all such
sensors in a given area), and the sintered metal screen is prone to blockage, once again by features of the area such as
painting operations. These devices have no effective self-check and therefore have a major unrevealed failure mode.
Sensitivity varies for different hydrocarbons, particularly methane versus higher hydrocarbons (more sensitive to m
All point detectors are limited to detecting gas at a specific location, and can be rendered ineffective e.g. if placed in a
dead spot in the local airflows where air stagnates and gas does not migrate, or if blockages of covers can prevent gas
from reaching the detector mechanism. These problems cannot be revealed by any internal test or external calibration.
Open path detectors and gas imaging systems can have the beam path or view blocked by obstructions such as
scaffolding, long grass, etc., and a second wavelength reference is often used to detect the blocked beam condition and
enunciate the fault as well as to self-calibrate the instrument. Sensitivity varies for different hydrocarbons. Latest models
use two or three (on latest models) wavelength references to reduce effects of fog, snow, ice etc.

Maintenance and test intervals can be affected by the service life of the installed equipment and
this should be taken into consideration while setting these intervals. These test intervals should
be modified based on experience of use, e.g. failure modes and rates, and ageing effects.
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Table 3.10. Modes of failure and deterioration of acoustic leak detectors (typical characteristics)
Modes of failure/deterioration
Wrong location due to incorrect mapping
Wrong set up (e.g. too much
attenuation)
Drift in detector response
Aging and stress

Acoustic leak
detectors
+
+
+
+

KEY: + possesses this failure/deterioration mode. – does not possess this mode.

3.5

CHECKING & CALIBRATION OF FIXED GAS/LEAK DETECTORS

3.5.1

General

Checking and calibration at regular intervals are vital to ensure that detectors are responding
normally. Function check (also known as a 'bump test') and calibration are distinct procedures.
Function check is a brief series of tests to check whether the detector is within specification,
typically, for gas concentration based detectors, involving dosing the detector with zero gas
followed by span gas or a simulant. Calibration is a more accurate procedure and involves
adjustment of the readings if they are out of specification. Function check is carried out at a
greater frequency than calibration.
Generally, factory calibration is more accurate than field calibration. Field calibration should
only be performed if required by local regulations or if there is clear evidence of a significant
calibration error. Typically, manufacturers advise against field calibration. In most instances,
and particularly with modern detectors, e.g. IR gas detectors, the function check procedure
should be sufficient to maintain performance without the need for gas calibration, although this
will depend on circumstances, e.g. harshness of operating conditions. This is because modern IR
gas detectors auto-zero and auto-span as part of their measurement routine.
The calibration and, if necessary, adjustment procedures demonstrate that the gas detection
apparatus is able to measure the target gas with sufficient accuracy. However, between the
calibrations the performance of the apparatus is unknown and the deviations are likely to
increase with time. The calibration period should therefore be chosen appropriately, ideally as
part of a regular maintenance routine, e.g. every month, quarter, annually, depending on the
application, see also section 3.4 on functional safety relating function check interval to PFD.
When choosing the calibration period, factors such as sensor characteristics, type of apparatus,
static and dynamic conditions of temperature and humidity, dust, poisoning, corrosive
atmospheres and experience of the user in similar situations, should be considered.
If there is sufficient reliability and stability data available for the apparatus and sensors used in a
specific application, the calibration period can be derived from this data for applications with
similar operating conditions. However, if sufficient data is not available, two calibrations should
be conducted at short intervals following commissioning. If it is not necessary to adjust the
apparatus at these calibrations, the interval can be increased. This procedure should be repeated
until the calibration period specified in the instruction manual is reached.
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If adjustment is necessary at two successive calibrations, the calibration period should be
shortened until no such adjustment is necessary. If, however, the final calibration period is
unreasonably short, a more suitable measuring principle should be considered.
For acoustic leak detectors, sound level tests are performed (see 3.3.4).
It is imperative that the manufacturer's instructions are followed as any deviations may result in
the detector not functioning correctly and the risk of non-detection of leaks of hazardous
flammable gas increased.
Further information can be found in the flammable gas detector standards BS EN 60079-29-1
(test methods and performance specification) and BS EN 60079-29-2 (guide for use).
3.5.2

Point detectors

Typically, the detector is dosed with zero gas and then span gas (e.g. 50% LFL) to check if
readings are within the manufacturer's (or possibly user's) stated tolerances. Recalibration
should not be required if any error as a result of the function check is less than tolerances
specified by the manufacturer, e.g. ± 5% LFL or the response time exceeds the manufacturer’s
recommendation. This is because any errors within this tolerance range could just be a result of
variation in the procedure or adverse environmental conditions.
Calibration gases from pressurised canisters or cylinders are used to set the span having
previously zeroed the detector, ensuring that the zero gas is free from flammable gas and any
interferents. Catalytic sensors should be zeroed in clean air while IR detectors can be zeroed in
air or nitrogen. Various gas concentrations are used as the 'span' gas. Note that for flammable
gas detectors which read in %LFL units, it is important that the correct value for the volume
concentration of the LFL is used, e.g. current LFL methane is 4.4% v/v compared to old value
of 5% v/v (see Table of LFLs for various common flammable gases/vapours in BS EN 6007920). Significant error can be introduced by using the old value of 5% v/v for methane. For
example, if a 70% LFL methane-air mixture is used which has been derived using LFL of 5%
v/v, then the actual gas concentration is 3.5% v/v. Additionally, the tolerance on the gas mixture
concentration is typically ± 10% LFL, so a nominal 70% LFL mixture could be 80% LFL which
would result in a gas concentration of 4.0% v/v. Calibrating using this mixture which when
subsequently exposed to a actual gas concentration of 70% LFL at the 'true' LFL of 4.4% (ie
3.08% v/v methane-air) would produce a reading of 54% LFL (70 x 3.08/4.0), i.e. under-reading
by 16% LFL.
Calibration is usually only performed by the manufacturer when functional tests show that the
detector is outside the usual tolerances.
3.5.3

Open-path detectors

Typically, open-path detectors are factory calibrated and any calibration is best carried out offline in a laboratory or workshop. Plastic test sheets, check cards or even gas cells are intended
only as function check devices to measure changes and trends but not absolute values. Their
prime purpose is as diagnostic tools to decide whether the detector is showing signs of drift
which would require calibration. Operator experience and guidelines from the manufacturer will
allow control limits to be set on the readings obtained from function check devices in order to
maintain an effective maintenance regime.
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For a valid zero check, the whole of the optical path needs to be verified as gas-free. This
requires a high sensitivity portable flammable gas detector. A span check can then be carried out
using a pre-calibrated plastic sheet or a calibration gas cell.
Great care should be taken when checking readings on an open-path gas detector using plastic
test sheets, check cards or gas cells, as gross errors can result if the type of readout (pathaverage concentration or LFL.m) is not taken into account. A plastic sheet/card provides a very
approximate reference absorption, eg 1 LFL.m. If it is placed in a detector with a full scale
readout of 5 LFL.m, then checking is straightforward: it should approximately read 1 LFL.m, ie
20% of full scale, no matter what the path length. If the detector has been set to read pathaverage concentration then it will approximately read 20% of the path-average full scale
concentration which will depend on the path length used. For example, a 0-5 LFL.m detector
operating over 5 m will have a path-average scale of 0-100% LFL (path-average), and the 1
LFL.m plastic sheet will register approximately 20 %LFL (path-average); however, a 0-5
LFL.m detector operating over 10 m will have a path-average scale of 0-50% LFL (pathaverage), and the 1 LFL.m plastic sheet will register approximately 10 %LFL (path-average).
Either gassing cells containing a high volume concentration of suitable test gas (not all gases
that the detector may be calibrated for are suitable for use in a gassing cell) or plastic acetate
sheets equivalent to for example 1 - 5 LFL.m (ie 100 - 500% LFL.m) are used to check that the
reading of the detector is within the allowed tolerances. The sheets are not transferable to
different detector models. Typically, open-path detectors have a span (full scale reading or
range) of 5 LFL.m, therefore the 1 LFL.m sheet is equivalent to 20% full scale. However, if the
open-path detector is set to 10 LFL.m full scale then the use of a single 1 LFL.m sheet is only
equivalent to 10% of full scale which is too close to the lower end of the scale to ensure
accurate readings at higher concentrations.
However, for path lengths up to around 6 m (the minimum dimension of a volume of flammable
gas cloud at its stoichiometric ratio which could cause damage due to a flame speed of 100 m/s
an an overpressure of 150 mbar), the detector can be treated as a point detector and calibrated in
terms of % LFL as the gas concentration based on a fixed path length of 6 m.
3.5.4

Gas imaging systems

Typically, gas imaging systems are regularly calibrated only in terms of their spectral radiance
by internal, blackbody-calibrated shutters. They can only be factory calibrated for gas
concentration. There is no need for full calibration for the GIS used for leak detection and repair
(LDAR) as these only need to identify the presence of a gas. It is difficult to perform a
functional test for the more advanced systems that can identify and quantify because these
systems depend upon movement of a gas cloud to distinguish them from potential interferents.
3.5.5

Ultrasonic detectors

Acoustic detectors are tested and calibrated (if necessary) by means of a calibrated sound source
at a set distance from the detector in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions using a
suitable sound source for the particular leak detector undergoing testing.
The latest design of ultrasonic detectors have an auto-test facility, i.e. an acoustic integrity test
which continuously simulates gas leaks by emitting an acoustic signal, e.g. every 15 min. If the
detector's microphone is unable to pick up the signal, an acoustic error is raised.
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3.6

GAS DETECTION-RELATED STANDARDS

3.6.1

General

There are various standard for gas detectors relating to their electrical safety, performance,
functional safety (for safety instrumented systems) and usage. Additionally, there are various
offshore operating environment standards and guidance. A brief summary of these is given
below.
3.6.2

Detectors

Current standards for gas detection are listed in the Appendix. This includes ‘product’ standards
relating to the performance of gas detectors and associated functions specifically for gas
detectors such as functional safety, electromagnetic compatibility; and guidance on the
installation, selection, use and maintenance of flammable gas detectors.
No standards exist for acoustic leak detectors and gas imaging cameras, although there have
been some recent developments to attempt to rectify this, or at least produce guidelines for their
use (e.g. NTA, 2013).
3.6.3

Safety instrumented systems

BS EN 61511 “Functional safety - Safety instrumented systems for the process industry sector”,
which includes the offshore sector, is the benchmark standard for the management of functional
safety in the process industries.
Also, a guideline to the application of IEC 61511 to safety instrumented systems in the UK
process industries has been published by EEMUA (2009). This guide was written jointly by the
Engineering Equipment & Materials Users' Association (EEMUA), Energy Industries Council
(EIC), Oil & Gas UK and HSE.
Guidelines on general alarm setting is also given in EEMUA (2013).
More information is given in the Appendix.
3.6.4

Offshore environment

Genaral guidelines on requirements for gas detection on offshore modules can be found in BS
EN ISO 13702 Petroleum and natural gas industries — Control and mitigation of fires and
explosions on offshore production installations — Requirements and guidelines.
More information is given in the Appendix.
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4. GAS & LEAK DETECTION PERFORMANCE TARGETS
4.1

GENERAL

Typically, those parts of the site identified as requiring gas detection are designated as risk
areas/volumes, e.g. if the hazardous area classification designates the area as Zone 1 or 2.
Performance targets are then specified which will be different depending on whether gas
concentration measurement detectors or acoustic detectors are employed. They are based on the
nature of the hazard, i.e. the size of a flammable gas cloud having a gas concentration between
its LFL and UFL (for gas concentration based detectors) or leak rate (for acoustic detectors),
and the consequence of ignition; and factors such as gas composition, the degree of confinement
and congestion of the area, potential for ignition and speed of detection and alarm (dependent on
response/alarm time of the gas/leak detectors); and finally on how quickly mitigating actions
can occur.
The detection performance requirements should be able to be achieved with an efficient (i.e. the
optimal number of detectors) and effective (i.e. the optimal combination and placement of
detectors) detector layout as possible. This requires a means of assessing the coverage of the
detectors in the particular zone. Various methods for assessing coverage are available (e.g.
geographic coverage, scenario coverage), these are discussed in section 5.
4.2

GAS CLOUD SIZE AND DETECTOR SPACING

Each section of a site which requires gas detection will have a detection performance target.
Typically, the detection performance target relates to a flammable gas plume volume. An early
review of ignition of flammable gas clouds (HSE, 1993) concluded that a stoichiometric 6 m
long methane or propane cloud, ignited by a point source, will not achieve flame speeds greater
than 100 m/s in methane and 125 m/s in propane, and damaging overpressures (>150 mbar) in a
large unconfined volume with and without obstructions and in a confined vented volume with
levels of obstruction represented by blockage ratios up to 0.3 or 0.4. In situations where a high
degree of confinement and obstacles exist flame speeds may exceed 125 m/s within 6 m of
ignition.
The above findings have typically resulted in detection targets for flammable gas cloud
diameters, which translate into detector spacings, shown in Table 4.1. The detector spacing is
reduced somewhat from the original cloud size to introduce a margin of safety. These spacings
should be over a 3D grid, i.e. vertical spacing must also be considered not just 2D horizontal
spacings (Kelsey et al, 2005).
Table 4.1 Detector spacing targets
Space
Uncongested open volumes with low
blockage ratios

Detector spacing
≤10 m

Large, enclosed or partly enclosed
volumes with high blockage ratios

≤5 m

Small enclosed volumes

≤4 m
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Comments
For example: target gas
3
volume of 220 m equivalent to
a 7 m dia sphere for detector
coverage mapping.
For example: target gas
3
volume of 65 m equivalent to
a 5 m dia sphere for detector
coverage mapping.

4.3

ALARM THRESHOLDS

4.3.1

Gas concentration detectors

Guidance currently exists on the HSE website for setting alarm levels for flammable gas
detectors (HSE, 2004). The gas detector should be set to alarm at a level low enough to ensure
safety but high enough to prevent false alarms. False alarms are most likely to be caused by
fluctuations in detector output due to environmental changes, e.g. ambient temperature, pressure
or humidity, sensitivity to other gases or sensor drift. If false alarms are a problem then one
option is to use two detectors - the alarm level must be registered by both detectors before the
alarm activates, see section 3.3 on voting.
The following points should be taken into account when determining the required alarm levels
for fixed flammable gas detection systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

industry standards and recommendations;
the lower explosion limit of the gas or vapour;
the size of the potential leak and the time to reach a hazardous situation;
whether the area is occupied;
the time required to respond to the alarm;
the actions to be taken following the alarm;
the toxicity of the gas (e.g. hydrogen sulphide containing emissions).

A suitable safety margin should also be incorporated to account for ventilation dead spots,
where gas could accumulate, and the variability of natural ventilation. One option is to set two
alarm levels: the lower alarm could act as a warning of a potential problem requiring
investigation while the higher alarm could trigger an emergency response such as evacuation or
shutdown or both. For leak detection purposes, the first alarm level should be set as low as
practicable, preferably no higher than 10% of the LFL. The second alarm level should be no
more than 25% LFL. Table 4.2 shows indicative alarm levels.
Table 4.2 Indicative flammable gas and leak detection alarm levels
Detector type
Point gas

Open-path gas

Alarm Level 1

Alarm Level 2

10-20 %LFL

25-40 %LFL

1 LFL m

2 LFL m

Comments
Depends on confinement,
hydrocarbons.
Currently alarms on IR
detectors can be set lower than
catalytic detectors.
Minimum level is around 10
%LFL.
Depends on confinement,
hydrocarbons

Typically, in a workspace, the gas concentration will vary both spatially and temporally. One
source of this variation is short term peaks which can result from equipment automatically
depressurising or personnel conducting short tasks involving transfer/manipulation of product
which results in a short duration release of gas/vapour, e.g. tank filling, valve cracking. If not
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managed properly, this can lead to excessive alarm activation which can impact on effectiveness
and efficiency, while not significantly lowering the risk.
A balance needs to be struck between effective protection from fire and explosion and
maintaining productivity. The setting of appropriate alarm levels is usually achieved through
experience, which is itself based on monitoring the process over a suitable period.
Further information on setting alarms on flammable gas detectors can be found in BS EN
60079-29-2.
Actions on alarms are not considered in this report.
4.3.2

Acoustic detectors

Performance targets for acoustic gas detectors are related to gas leak rates, e.g. between 0.1 (a
typical performance standard, equivalent to methane at 45 bar leaking through a hole diameter
of 4 mm) and 1.5 kg/s for methane. The sound pressure level (SPL, units of dB) from a leak is
related to the hole diameter and the gas pressure. SPLs for a particular detector, at a specified
leak rate can then be calculated for various pressures (see manufacturers’ information, e.g.
Gassonics (2009)).
Typically, the noise level decreases approximately by 6 dB as the distance is doubled and by
approximately 1 dB for sound absorption in air as the distance is doubled. The threshold for an
alarm is then typically at least 6 dB above the ultrasonic background noise, which first needs to
be determined by an ultrasound survey. Charts showing detection distance of acoustic detectors
for different alarm (trigger) levels are available from manufacturers.
4.3.3

Gas imaging cameras

Currently, performance targets have not been developed for GIS as their use offshore is still
being explored. Some systems have been configured to generate alarms based on estimation of
%LFL.m, i.e. path-integrated flammable gas concentration (Hagen et al., 2012).
4.4

RESPONSE TIME & TIME TO ALARM

4.4.1

General

Typical values for performance targets for gas detector response times are less than 10 s for
uncongested open volumes with low blockage ratios; large, enclosed or partly enclosed volumes
with high blockage ratios; and small enclosed volumes.
4.4.2

Effect of gas concentration on response and alarm time

The speed of detection (detector response time) is typically defined as t90, the time to reach 90%
of the final response; t90 is usually independent of the gas concentration while the time to alarm
is concentration dependent (see Fig. 4.3). Setting a low alarm threshold (set-point) therefore
may not require as fast a response time when compared to setting a higher alarm threshold.
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Fig.4.3 Examples showing the effect gas concentration on time of response (left) and time to
alarm (right).
4.4.3

Modelling detector response time

The gas detector response-time profile can be of use when incorporating the delay into
calculations of gas detector network alarm response times using CFD gas dispersion models.
The measured response (and recovery) times of a single detector can be considered as the sum
of the intrinsic response/recovery time, independent of the gas sampling system, and an
extrinsic response/recovery time which is affected by the gas sampling system, if present, which
in turn is dependent on, principally, the volume of the sensor cell and the gas sampling flow rate
or diffusion rate when the sampler is not pumped (aspirated). This treatment ignores additional
time delays caused by further electronic processing in, for example, alarms. Also, there will be a
finite time for the gas to reach the detector from the leak source which is independent of the
detector. The detector response time depends not only on the sampling system but also on the
operating principle of the sensor (Menil et al, 2005). The simplest model of detector response
time is based on the well-stirred tank model and the response profile which models that in Fig
4.3 is given by:
Rt = cf[1-exp(-t/τ)]
where Rt is the response of the detector calibrated in concentration units at time t, cf is the final
gas concentration, and the time constant τ = V/F where V is the sensor cell volume and F is the
flow rate.
This simple model assumes that the gas is always perfectly and instantaneously homogeneous in
the sensor cell and that the total pressure remains constant. This allows a simple, first order
analytical treatment. In practice, a concentration gradient exists between the inlet and the outlet
of the gas flow. Other models, taking into account this concentration gradient as well as
diffusion and convection in the sensor cell, are more complex (e.g. Cheng et al, 2010).
However, the simple model is adequate for the use of sensors described in this report and has
been used previously when modelling time to alarm of gas detector arrays in a full scale replica
of an offshore module (Kelsey et al, 2002, 2005). See also section 5. Typical response times are
of the order of seconds to tens of seconds.
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Open path detectors and GIS do not sample and therefore do not have to wait for the gas to
reach the detector. Consequently, their response times are much quicker than for sampling
systems and are of the order of seconds to milliseconds.

4.4.4

Acoustic detectors

The response time of an acoustic detector is effectively the delay time on the instrument as the
time taken for the sound to reach the acoustic sensor, travelling at 340 m/s is typically of the
order of milliseconds and the intrinsic response time of the acoustic detector is of a similar
order.
Alarm delay times are generally from 10-30 s in order to reduce spurious alarms and are
location specific, determined by the ultrasound survey.
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5. GAS & LEAK DETECTION PLACEMENT
5.1

GENERAL

It is recognised that high integrity of hardware alone is not sufficient to reduce risk but that
detector coverage, i.e. detector placement, also needs to be analysed with similar rigour to the
hardware aspects (ISA, 2010; and section 3.4.1). Davis et al. (2012) also note the importance of
practical aspects of detector coverage, access to detectors and hence maintenance of the
detectors to ensure coverage is preserved, through redundancy and robustness. Thus designing,
installing and maintaining an effective gas sensor network involves collaboration between a
number of parties.
For flammable gas hazards, the gas concentration is the most common means of hazard
detection (but see Section 5.4 for acoustic leak detectors). The hazard actually manifests itself in
the form of a vapour cloud, fire or, worst case, a confined/semi-confined gas explosion. The size
of the combustible gas volume is proportional to the size of the gas explosion hazard. Detector
placement is therefore predicated on criteria to prevent or limit the volume of accumulated
flammable gas within a given area of the process; or criteria to prevent a ‘threshold explosive
consequence’ (e.g. maximum explosion overpressure that could be tolerated without severe
damage or loss of life, etc.). The development of these criteria is addressed in CCPS (2009) but
is outside the scope of this report.
The number, type and location of detectors required for effectiveness and efficiency are
determined by various criteria, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regulatory requirements;
Hazardous area zoning, QRA (Quantitative Risk Assessment);
Degree of equipment congestion. Typically the maximum spacing in congested areas is
around 5 m as flame velocity and pressure are below damaging levels for dimensions
less than this while in more open spaces, spacing can increase to 10 m (HSE, 1993);
Potential leak sources (e.g. flanges) and areas where gas accumulation may be likely
(topography) or particularly hazardous. Detectors close to a release may not be as
effective as those placed further away;
Type of detection to be provided – area, perimeter or equipment specific;
Detector voting logic;
Properties of process fluids (pressure, composition, volatility, phase, temperature,
pressure, toxicity);
Characteristics of potential releases (e.g. jet, flashing liquid, plume, buoyancy effects);
Forced or natural ventilation, wind speed and direction.

Ventilation measurements are very important but are not often used in practice (Saunders et al
2001). They are difficult to perform and limits on the number of times that observations can be
made will limit the range of conditions for which measurements will be available. Location
should follow a survey using ventilation wind movement information to evaluate ventilation
paths of released hydrocarbons. Point detectors can be less effective in naturally ventilated
modules because of the unpredictable wind conditions; open-path detectors or acoustic detectors
may be more suitable.
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Problems can occur in large volumes with non-uniform mixing, for example, trapped volumes
where there is local confinement that restricts the venting path, and mixing of gas/vapour.
Properties of process fluids, and hence the releases, can also affect the clouds formed and
consequently detection of the release. However, care should be taken in making simple
assumptions, for example: releases of low molecular weight gases will be buoyant, or liquefied
gas releases will always form a cold, dense cloud. For high pressure releases, the momentum of
the release will initially dominate its behaviour. Initial mixing in the momentum dominated
region means the cloud formed is likely not to be buoyant once momentum ceases to dominate
behaviour. Simple heuristics, for example, placing detectors at high levels where methane
releases are expected do not capture the complexity of the release behaviour interacting with the
geometry of an enclosure. Hence, the use of CFD to predict release behaviour is beneficial,
since both geometry and release behaviour can be captured. Care, however, must still be taken
that the conditions simulated are representative to ensure that detectors are correctly placed.
Correct installation, according to the manufacturer's instructions, and orientation of detectors is
critical to reliable performance. Operational factors which need to be considered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access for testing, including use of test gas tubing for point gas detectors mounted at
heights or inaccessible locations;
Potential for damage during plant maintenance;
Avoiding removal to gain access to other frequently maintained equipment;
Mounting to ensure correct operation and rigidity to ensure that vibration does not
affect performance;
Environmental conditions, e.g. water/salt spray, rain, snow, ice, sand/grit, dust, oil mist;
Activities, e.g. maintenance, scaffolding, lifts which could block open-path gas
detectors;
Damage by ingress of water or coverage from snow for outdoor detectors which may
require location at a minimum height above ground.

The deployment of an effective and efficient gas detection network may therefore involve a
combination of:
•
•
•

Heuristics (“rules of thumb”), based on consideration of the above factors;
Gas mapping techniques using 3D mapping (see section 5.2.1) and ultrasound mapping
techniques for acoustic detectors (see section 5.4); and
Gas dispersion modelling techniques using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), see
section 5.2.3.3.

5.2

APPROACHES TO DETECTOR PLACEMENT

5.2.1

Introduction

Two basic approaches to gas detector placement are described in ISA (2010): geographic and
scenario coverage, while recognising that there may, perhaps, be others. Geographic coverage
does not require specification of leaks or simulation of the dispersion of leaks, which reduces
the information and resources needed to perform an analysis. The premise is that coverage is
achieved when spherical clouds of a stated diameter could not be present in an enclosure
without a detector being within the sphere. The geographic coverage method forms the basis of
the original method of assessing coverage – detector mapping. Potential gas accumulations of a
specified target volume (e.g. 5 m sphere), appropriate for the zone, are moved around a 3-D grid
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having a spatial resolution of typically 0.5 m over the entire volume of the modelled zone. For
each detector location, the ability of the detectors to detect the target gas cloud is measured and
quantified as a percentage of the volume of interest - for each detector’s individual contribution
and that of all the detectors, including voting. Various commercial systems are available (e.g.
Shell Global Solutions, Micropack, Detronics, Insight Numerics). Typically, in mapping
techniques, e.g. as described by Gillespie (2005), high-risk equipment is identified, releases
from these areas are then simulated, in either specific (e.g. as a spherical sector), or all
directions (i.e. as a sphere), and a resulting gas volume is derived. The performance of the
detection system for these gas volumes is then mapped to derive the coverage of the system.
Various refinements are possible depending on the system employed by the vendor.
Scenario coverage requires possible release scenarios to be selected. A basic approach only
requires information on leak positions, e.g. location of valves, while more sophisticated
approaches also use information from dispersion simulations to guide the placement of
detectors. These scenarios need to be combined with weather scenarios to describe the effects
of natural ventilation on dispersion from releases. Due to the factors affecting the formation of
clouds from releases and the importance of their interaction in determining their behaviour, a
method such as CFD, which can represent these different factors and their interactions, is used.
Various placement methods based on geographic and scenario coverage and tools to
quantitatively measure their effectiveness are available. For example, Benavides-Serrano et al.
(2014) have recently reported on the assessment of six quantitative approaches using CFD
simulations of releases, which could be used to optimise gas detector placement. The use of
CFD simulations to help determine and assess detector placement was first described using CFD
explosion and dispersion modelling software FLACS (Strom and Bakke, 1999) and more
recently by Davis et al. (2012), also using FLACS. CFD simulations allow prediction of the
formation of clouds from leaks in naturally ventilated enclosures to be examined, provided that
the models have been adequately validated. Possible detector locations are represented by
sampling concentrations at a large number of points within an enclosure at each time step during
a release. The performance of detector networks using different combinations of sampling
locations can then be evaluated using data from the simulations, such as, the response (alarm)
time of detector networks, probability of release detection and hazardous cloud volume at
detection. Bespoke services for assessment and optimisation of gas detector placement based on
CFD modelling are now being offered commercially (Insight, 2015; Shell Global Solutions).
Since CFD simulations of gas dispersion do not simulate the ultrasound noise information
associated from high pressure releases, it is not possible to assess placement of acoustic leak
detectors using this method. Even if expected noise levels from a release were calculated, the
influence of background noise and the presence of noises that could be mistaken for releases by
acoustic detectors would also have to be considered. In practice, placement and operating
conditions (e.g. alarm levels, time delay) for acoustic detectors within a module are mapped
using an ultrasound survey at the actual site, for example as described by Gassonic (2009).
Modelling techniques for ultrasound emissions on a plant are, however, in the early stages of
development (Insight, 2015).
Examples of various placement methods are summarised below, together with a summary of
their effectiveness, based principally on the findings of Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014). The
methods, as applied, used simple representative approaches. Additionally, only point detectors
were considered by Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014), however, the optimisation approach they
describe can also be applied for open-path detectors (Legg et al., 2012). Thus, the performance
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of different placement methods can be compared, although the optimisation approaches would
not necessarily be applied in the form described.
5.2.2

Geographic coverage methods

Two approaches were investigated by Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014):
•

•

Volumetric approach: this is a simple interpretation of the mapping scheme to detect a
flammable spherical cloud of stated diameter. A single layer of detector coverage was
used, without considering the positions and likelihood of leaks and their consequences.
Also, the length scale of interest is represented by spherical clouds but in practice cloud
length scales may vary with direction. This gave the worst performance of all the
approaches examined because of its unrealistic representation of a gas leak.
Random approach: detectors were chosen randomly from the possible detector
locations. This was intended as a baseline approach with which to compare more
sophisticated models. Performance was similar or better than the simple volumetric
approach. With larger numbers of detectors, this approach could also outperform
algorithms that also used information on leaks and their dispersion. The performance
kept on improving, i.e. the detection time decreased and scenario coverage increased
with the number of detectors used

Kelsey et al. (2002), analysing data from high pressure releases in a naturally ventilated, fullsize offshore module but located onshore, identified that releases where only small flammable
clouds formed were difficult to detect because such clouds could lie between detectors on a grid.
The gas concentrations at the detectors never reached alarm levels. Additionally, for some
horizontal releases, any cloud formed was below the detectors and concentrations at detector
positions again never reached alarm levels. Hence, simple coverage approaches can have
problems with certain types of release.
A simple coverage-based approach would not be able to distinguish between areas of low and
high risk, but it would be possible to specify higher levels of coverage related to risk. However,
systems based on geographic coverage do make refinements on the simple approach. Huser et
al. (2004) describe a geographic coverage approach where detector spacing is modified by risk
based on overall costs, i.e. the combined cost of a gas detection system and the cost of the
consequences of releases. The optimisation of detector placement is performed in two steps:
firstly, a cost-optimal number of detectors are selected; secondly, the distribution of detectors is
determined.
A Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) model for explosions was used to obtain the risk reducing
effects of applying more gas detectors. Additional sensors added to the gas detection system
increase detection rates and hence reduce the cost of consequences of releases. However, as the
number of sensors is increased, a point is reached where the cost of adding an additional sensor
is more than the cost saving in consequences. The total cost increases and the minimum cost
point has been passed. The minimum cost point is taken to define the optimum number of
sensors.
The distribution of detectors was based on transient CFD simulations. The probability
distribution of flammable gas within an enclosure is calculated across all the scenarios
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considered. This information is then used to weight the separation of detectors so that they are
closer together in regions where flammable gas is predicted to be most likely present, while
their separation increases moving to regions where flammable gas is less likely to be present.
As described by Huser et al. (2004), this method appears to be based on point detectors only.
5.2.3

Scenario coverage methods

5.2.3.1

General

The other approaches to detector placement examined in Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014)
require release scenarios to be selected. These scenario coverage approaches were treated as
optimisation problems defined by a suitable cost function over the scenarios considered.
Neither Davis et al. (2012) nor van Wingerden and Rogstadkjernet (2013) recommend the use
of numerical optimisation of detector placement. This is mainly because the optimisation will
be based on releases from the limited number of leak positions used in the chosen scenarios, and
may therefore not be representative of the full range of leaks that could occur in practice.
Instead of numerical optimisation, Davis et al. (2012) suggest an iterative approach to
optimising detector placement. An initial detector layout is either suggested by the client, or
developed based on advice from the client on where detectors could be placed. This layout is
evaluated and modified if necessary, considering the influence of different detector layouts or
voting strategies. The process of evaluation and modification is repeated until a satisfactory
layout is obtained.
In addition to limitations of optimisation due to the number and type of scenarios used, and in
particular optimising on the chosen leak positions, the optimisation can only occur over
quantities included in the cost function. Benavides-Serrano et al. (2013) therefore developed
cost functions: first detector unavailability due to detector failure, repair and maintenance was
considered, then voting was added.
While numerical optimisation could provide useful input on detector layouts, care should be
taken to evaluate the performance, not just by the use of simple metrics, but by understanding
how the interaction of release, dispersion and detection leads to the observed detection
performance.
5.2.3.2

Placement based on leak coverage

This approach only requires information on leak positions.
Hydrocarbon concentration sampling based detection detects the consequences of a leak, not the
leak itself. An approach based on placing detectors close to expected releases is difficult to
implement as a high pressure release can have a small cross-section close to a release point.
Releases may therefore pass a detector without the concentration at the detector reaching an
alarm level indicating detection of a release (CCPS, 2009); this is illustrated by an example of a
jet release in Davis et al. (2012).
Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014) treated the leak coverage approach as a Minimum Source
Distance Problem, by minimising the distance from detectors to leaks. Close to leaks, releases
are likely to form jets, therefore the area for the detector to intersect is small and coverage is
therefore likely to be poor. Observations and simulations back this up. As evaluated, the
Minimum Source Distance approach can be out-performed by the random choice approach.
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This was because the Minimum Source Distance approach stopped placing additional detectors
when all the leaks were covered, whereas the random choice approach imposed no limit on the
number of detectors placed. Requiring more than one detector close to each release position
could allow more detectors to be placed and improve detection rates, but might not be an
efficient use of additional detectors as their position would still only be determined by where
releases were placed.
5.2.3.3

Placement based on dispersion coverage

These approaches required dispersion simulations, based on leak positions, to guide the
placement of detectors. In a confined, congested environment, geometry and ventilation flow
should be considered because jets alone are hard to detect. Clouds, resulting from interactions
with congestion and the geometry of a module, will be much larger than jets and therefore easier
to detect, though their concentrations will be lower. In anything other than very simple
geometries and wind conditions, three-dimensional flow solutions from CFD are necessary.
Three approaches were evaluated by Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014):
•
•
•

Greedy coverage: pick the remaining sensor covering the largest number of uncovered
scenarios, allowing k-fold coverage, that is enforcing detection of each scenario k times.
Maximum Coverage Location Problem: guarantees maximum scenario coverage for
stated number of scenarios.
Mixed-integer linear programming formulation, including unavailability and voting
effects.

As with leak coverage, the first two of these approaches, as implemented, suffer from not
having any means of placing additional detectors once the coverage rule has been satisfied.
Different coverage requirements can, however, be specified. The approaches that include
information on dispersion show that additional information and effort can improve rates of
detection (Benavides-Serrano et al., 2013).
Most of the approaches to detector placement described above (Benavides-Serrano et al., 2014)
are implemented using simple treatments. Their paper, however, does describe possible changes
that would improve their performance.
Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014) show that robustness/redundancy can be included in the cost
function for optimisation. However, there is a computational cost associated with the use of
more complicated approaches and, hence, cost functions. Optimisation considering just detector
unavailability took less than 10 seconds, however, if the process including voting, the
optimisation could take from a few minutes to a day (Benavides-Serrano et al. (2013).
5.2.4

Selection of release scenarios

Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014) used an approach to selecting releases scenarios described in
Hansen and Middha (2008) and Hansen et al. (2013), which is itself based on NORSOK
guidance, NORSOK (2001, 2010). As described, the scenarios are selected for releases
generating flammable clouds to perform a probabilistic explosion assessment. Van Wingerden
and Rojstadkjernet (2013) observe that releases chosen to examine explosion hazard, i.e. large
releases, would not necessarily challenge detector networks. Based on NORSOK guidance on
gas detection (NORSOK, 2008), Davis et al. (2012) added small releases to those chosen to
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examine explosion hazard to optimise detection. These approaches attempted to sample
representative releases and ambient conditions, based on stated assumptions. They did not
perform Monte Carlo sampling.
Dixon (2012) described the use of Monte Carlo sampling for gas dispersion from releases,
although in that work, steady-state dispersion was simulated; they could not be used to optimise
detection of clouds as they formed. DNV-GL used response surfaces to predict cloud size and
overpressure in the probabilistic explosion analysis tool EXPRESS (Huser et al., 2000),
combining these with Monte Carlo sampling of the (cheap to evaluate) response surfaces.
Huser et al. (2004) used EXPRESS to determine the cost optimum number of detectors but CFD
simulations to decide how to distribute the detectors.
Simple Monte Carlo is an inefficient way of sampling; one improvement is Latin hypercube
sampling, which gives better coverage than simple Monte Carlo for the same number of
simulations, Helton and Davis (2003). Another more efficient approach could be to develop a
response surface using a limited number of simulations. The optimisation of detector placement
would then be performed using the response surface, rather than directly on simulations. Due to
the number and range of parameters to be considered and the cost of the simulations it might be
difficult to perform the number of simulations needed to create a response surface. However,
approaches are being developed to apply response surface methods to very large data sets,
Rougier (2008).
Release scenarios need to be combined with weather scenarios to describe the effects of natural
ventilation on dispersion from releases. The information on distributions for both releases and
weather conditions should be available as part of the process of performing a QRA. Since any
condition that is outside the distributions will never be sampled no matter how good the
sampling, care must be taken in their definition. The sampling from the distributions also
requires care.
The sampling can be checked by sub-sampling or the use of an independent sample. BenavidesSerrano et al. (2014) performed a check on the adequacy of the number of realisations being
used in their optimisations by performing a cross-validation using a random sample of 75% of
the realisations. Optimisation was performed using these realisations, the performance was then
checked against the unused 25% of simulations. This showed that they used sufficient
simulations within their original population of simulations. A stronger validation check would
be to check detection against an independent set of release simulations. In addition,
visualisation of releases and detection will provide information both about how the detector
network achieves its performance and possible weaknesses in the network design.
5.3

SIMULATION UNCERTAINTIES

While the most complicated optimisation approach evaluated by Benavides-Serrano et al.
(2014) recognised uncertainty due to the possibility of detector failure or unavailability, there
are other uncertainties that could also affect detector placement optimisation.
The use of CFD codes to predict experimental observations of flammable cloud volumes from
high pressure gas releases in naturally ventilated offshore modules was reported in Savvides et
al. (2001a, b), using FLACS and FLUENT, and Osenbroch et al. (2002), using EXSIM. In the
first two of these papers the CFD results are described as showing almost all cloud volume
predictions being within +/- 30% of the observed cloud volumes. The other paper does not
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describe the fit of the predictions to observations, however, graphical comparisons of observed
and predicted air change rates show all agreements within a factor of two, while predictions of
cloud volumes are almost all within a factor of two. More recently Dixon (2012) presented
results using OPENFOAM to predict the same data, again the cloud volume predictions were
almost all within a factor of two.
In both Benavides-Serrano et al. (2014) and Davis et al. (2012) a large number of possible
detector positions are sampled during transient release simulations. Predictions of point
concentrations are likely to show more variation between observed and predicted than an
integrated quantity such as cloud volume. Dixon (2012) shows an example where a CFD
simulation predicts concentrations slightly above the lower flammability limits while the
observations measured concentrations slightly below the lower flammability limits.
Open-path detectors can give wider coverage, Kelsey et al. (2005), and NORSOK (2008)
encourages their use where it is allowed by the layout of an installation. Benavides-Serrano et
al. (2014) only describe results for point detectors. However, the approach they use is based on
work described in a series of papers - Benavides-Serrano et al. (2013), Legg et al. (2012, 2013),
that include optimisation using open-path detectors. Examples of detector optimisation with
both point and open path detectors are described in Legg et al. (2012).
While IR open-path detectors can have rapid response times (order of seconds), the response
times for IR point detectors can be slower (order of 10 s), as the contaminant must first enter the
measurement cell. Kelsey et al. (2005) found that time to detection for a detector network was
not especially sensitive to individual detector response time. CFD simulations predict ensemble
average concentration, not instantaneous concentrations, so the use of a complicated detector
description would not be useful. However, the predicted concentrations could be postprocessed with an exponential response of specified t90 (see Section 4.4.3). This would allow
the influence of detector response time on detection to be examined.
There are uncertainties associated with the information used for optimisation of detector
placement. Care should be taken not to over-optimise on the basis of a limited number of
simulations with associated uncertainties, but including scenario effects, even with uncertainties
could improve detector placement and hence detection.
5.4

OTHER DETECTORS

Modelling acoustic detector response is in its infancy with no location optimisation software
similar to that used for gas concentration based systems currently available. Nevertheless, using
modelling software similar to that used for concert hall design, Insight Numerics (2015) has
reported the development of algorithms to quickly assess the acoustic soundscape of process
areas to enable engineers to optimally position acoustic gas leak detectors.
There has not yet been any work on modelling gas imaging systems response but they could be
developed based on those used for flame detectors.
5.5

CONCLUSIONS

The performance of gas concentration detection networks based on coverage can be improved
by using information on release and dispersion scenarios. Typically, the information used will
come from CFD simulations, and there is, therefore, a cost associated with any improvement.
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Care should be taken to ensure that the optimisation is not dependent on the sample used and
that any cost function used captures the factors affecting detection. Validation using
simulations from independent samples and examination of how releases are detected by a
detector networks can be used to check that over-optimisation has not occurred. The use of
mapping (geographic coverage), but with refinements on the basic spherical cloud approach,
still continues to play an important role as it can be a cost-effective technique compared to those
employing CFD modelling.
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6. ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM DETECTOR NETWORKS
6.1

GENERAL

The approaches reviewed in section 5 are based on coverage or simulation of scenarios.
Another approach to optimisation is data-driven, i.e. the analysis of data from gas/leak detector
networks. Analysis of ‘big data’ to gain insight into processes is a popular approach at present,
HMG (2014). However, analysis of detector network data has the problem that releases are
infrequent, and therefore would be unlikely to provide detection information on a suitable set of
releases for optimisation. This is one reason for adopting an approach based on simulation,
where a suitable set of releases can be generated, for scenario based optimisation.
While optimisation of release detection may not be possible, based on observations from
detector networks, other useful information could be extracted. The behaviour and noise shown
by detectors in operation would be useful information to help determine alarm set levels that
could be used without causing false alarms. Other information that may also be available would
include sensor failure, false negative and positive, and repair and maintenance data. This would
allow the determination of unavailability figures that could be used in detector network
optimisation, e.g. Benavides-Serrano et al. (2013).
6.2

DETECTOR DATA

6.2.1

System data

In addition to infrequent releases the information recorded by flammable gas detection systems
and the period for which records are retained may not provide sufficient information for
effective data analysis. For example, a detection system that only recorded when detectors
indicated alarm or action levels would provide a record of any releases detected, but little
information that could be used to analyse the performance of the detection system. However,
when detector concentrations are logged and retained for significant periods, then analysis of
this information can be used to improve understanding of normal system behaviour, i.e. when
there are no releases. The behaviour and noise shown by sensors in normal operation would be
useful information to help determine set levels that could be used without causing false alarms.
Changes from the normal behaviour, that may identify releases, could then be used prior to an
alarm or action level indication. Additional information may also be useful in characterising
detector networks, e.g. the ambient conditions: temperature, humidity, pressure, wind speed and
direction. Also operational information would be useful, e.g. sensor failure and replacement,
maintenance records or changes in operation.
6.2.2

Experimental data

Observations of the build-up of flammable gases from high pressure releases in congested,
naturally ventilated modules have been made in a full scale replica of an offshore module
(Cleaver et al., 1999). In addition, flammable releases have also been performed in a mediumscale replica of a module (Johnson et al., 2002). These tests provide information on gas
concentrations and the build-up of clouds within modules which could be used in conjunction
with real-time monitoring on the offshore installation to assist in providing further information
on the release and support for decision making.
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6.2.3

Analysis of detector system data

As the use and types of detector expands, coupled with increased computing power, so the data
derived from many detectors, i.e. networks, can be analysed further to derive additional and
richer information on the state of the hazard. Detector networks (both wired and wireless) are
already a significant technology in many areas of measurement, including security,
environmental monitoring but, currently, are deployed to a limited extent for workplace air
monitoring and process safety. In the next decade industry will further benefit from autonomous
sensor networks that can determine their position and adapt to the environment. Furthermore,
GIS presentation of spatial and temporal hazard related data would form an integral part of the
data analysis and interpretation.
Many examples of the analysis of sensor data can be found. Krause et al. (2008), used
information collected from a large number of sensors over a short period of time to optimise
placement of a much smaller set of sensors for ongoing monitoring. Sreedharan et al. (2006) use
data on releases in indoor environments to optimise a sensor based system to detect releases of
toxic gases in indoor environments. Thomson et al. (2007) use simultaneous measurements of
gas concentration and wind data to locate a gas source using inverse methods. Offshore
platform are a complex environment for releases but analysis of data may provide an approach
to improving rates of detection.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The effectiveness of a gas/leak detection system in its intended role can be assessed by
consideration of:
•
•
•
•
•

the suitability of individual detectors;
the appropriate matching of different types of gas/leak detector;
the optimal number of detectors and their location;
their voting configuration; and
functional safety.

Moreover, maintenance of the system is crucial to ensuring that its effectiveness remains
unimpaired during the period of operation from installation to decommissioning.
The suitability of detectors (point – catalytic and IR, open-path – IR, acoustic) can be assessed
from their performance characteristics and previous experience of their use. Such knowledge is
obtainable from the manufacturers or suppliers, standards and guidance, from the user’s own or
organisation’s design and engineering practice documents, and from “common knowledge”.
This information will allow an assessment of how the detector might perform when exposed to
gas in its operating environment.
One possible option for inspection purposes could be to use a check-list proforma listing issues
of concern with respect to gas/leak detection, for example as shown in Table 7.1. As an
inspection was being carried out the state of the issues could be noted and then at the conclusion
of the inspection it would be possible to see how many issues at different levels of importance
had been raised.
Table 7.1 Example checklist for aspects of gas/leak detector performance
Topic

Section
referred to

System performance
targets

4

Detector types used

3.2

Number and locations of
detectors
Check/calibration

3.5

Functional safety

3.4

Detection standards

5

8

The detectors in a system need to be located optimally in order to maximise the probability of
detecting gas from a leak. However, at present it is difficult to estimate the performance and
efficiency of the network of detectors in a system. Increasingly, the use of gas detector
placement models, such as mapping tools and more sophisticated mathematical models of gas
detector response (e.g. based on Computational Fluid Dynamics modelling of gas dispersion)
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are employed by software vendors and duty-holders to maximise detector coverage for the range
of release scenarios which may occur in practice.
Tools coupling Computation Fluid Dynamics models and mathematical optimisation techniques
have the potential to improve both assessment of the effectiveness of existing detector networks
and determination of how a network could be optimised for gas detection. The ability to feed in
characteristics of individual detectors, if possible, would enhance the capability of the model.
Data-driven modelling based on analysis of actual detector output in situ over a range of
conditions and, importantly, including actual leak scenarios may also be beneficial. A more
detailed, quantitative examination of the system could follow use of such tools. It is
recommended that the development and validation of these tools merits investigation.
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8. APPENDICES
8.1

STANDARDS AND GUIDANCE RELATING TO FLAMMABLE GAS DETECTION AND OFFSHORE ENVIRONMENT
Table 8.1 Standards relating to flammable gas detectors
Standard name

Standard number

Comments

Explosive atmospheres. Gas detectors.
Performance requirements of detectors for
flammable gases.

BS EN 60079-29-1 : 2007

For point gas detectors. Open-path detectors covered in BS EN
60079-29-4.

Explosive atmospheres. Gas detectors.
Selection, installation, use and maintenance
of detectors for flammable gases and
oxygen

BS EN 60079-29-2 : 2007

Includes guidance on point and open-path flammable gas
detectors.

Explosive atmospheres. Gas detectors
Guidance on functional safety of fixed gas
detection systems.

BS EN 60079-29-3 : 2014

Standard principally for system designers. Does not cover
detector placement.

Explosive atmospheres. Gas Detectors.
Performance requirements of open path
detectors for flammable gases.

BS EN 60079-29-4 : 2010

Electrical apparatus for the detection and
measurement of combustible or toxic gases
or vapours or of oxygen. Requirements on
the functional safety of fixed gas detection
systems.

BS EN 50402 : 2008

BS EN 50402 is a product standard based on BS EN 61508 for
detector manufacturers. It does not specify requirements for the
installation and maintenance of gas detection systems, nor does
it specify the physical positioning of sensors.

Electromagnetic compatibility. Electrical
apparatus
for
the
detection
and
measurement of combustible gases, toxic
gases or oxygen.

BS EN 50270 : 2015

Gas detector specific version of generic electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) standard.
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Standard name

Standard number

Electrical apparatus for the detection and
measurement of combustible gases, toxic
gases or oxygen. Requirements and tests
for apparatus using software and/or digital
technologies.

BS EN 50271 : 2010

Electrical apparatus for explosive gas
atmospheres. Data for flammable gases
and vapours, relating to the use of electrical
apparatus.

PD IEC 60079-20 : 2000

Functional safety. Safety instrumented
systems for the process industry sector.
Framework, definitions, system, hardware
and software requirements.

BS EN 61511-1 : 2004

Functional safety. Safety instrumented
systems for the process industry sector.
Guidelines for the application of IEC 615111.

BS EN 61511-2 : 2004
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Comments

Reference source for LFLs and other flammability-related
properties.

Table 8.2 Guidance relating to flammable gas detectors
Organisation

Title

Comments

HSE

HSE (2004) The selection and use of
flammable gas detectors.

Earlier guide now essentially superseded by BS EN 60079-292.

HSE

COMAH Technical Measures Document:
Leak/gas detection.
http://www.hse.gov.uk/comah/sragtech/tech
measleakgas.htm

CCPS/AIChE/AIHA
(USA)

Continuous monitoring for hazardous
material releases. Wiley (2009).

US-based, some useful information on placement strategies.

ISA (USA) Technical
Report.

ISA-TR84.00.07 (2010). Guidance on the
Evaluation of Fire, Combustible Gas, and
Toxic Gas System Effectiveness.

US-based and ground-breaking treatment of QRA of gas
detector effectiveness using gas dispersion modelling.
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Table 8.3 Standards and guidance relating to offshore environment
Organisation

Title

Comments

UKOG

HS025 - Fire & Explosion Guidance (2007)

BSI

BS EN ISO 13702:1999
Petroleum and natural gas industries —
Control and mitigation of fires and
explosions on offshore production
installations — Requirements and
guidelines

BSI

BS EN ISO 10418:2003
Petroleum and natural gas industries —
Offshore production installations — Basic
surface process safety systems

EEMUA

EEMUA (2013) Publication 191. Alarm
systems, a guide to design, management
and procurement. EEMUA.

EEMUA

EEMUA (2009) Publication 222 Guide to the
application of IEC 61511 to safety
instrumented systems in the UK process
industries. EEMUA.

Under revision: draft published for public comment 30/09/2013
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Fixed flammable gas detector systems on
offshore installations: optimisation and
assessment of effectiveness
Flammable gas detector systems provide a vital real-time
monitoring method of hazard warning in the major hazards
sector for installations such as offshore modules and
petrochemical and chemical plants. It is important to
consider the functioning of individual detectors and the
effectiveness of the network of detectors within a system.
This report reviews good practice on the use and placement
of fixed flammable gas and leak detectors for ‘open’ release
zones on manned offshore installations. Factors for offshore
inspectors to consider in assessing the effectiveness of gas
detection systems are described: suitability of individual
detectors; matching different types of detector; number and
location of detectors; voting configuration; functional
safety; and maintenance routines.
At present it is difficult to assess the performance and
efficiency of the network of detectors in a flammable gas
detector system or to identify appropriate measures to
optimise system performance in the most cost-effective
manner. This could potentially be improved by developing
tools coupling Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models
and mathematical optimisation techniques.
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